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Abstract This paper considers the problem of co-synthesis in k-player
games over a finite graph where each player has an individual ω-regular
specification ϕi. In this context, a secure equilibrium (SE) is a Nash
equilibrium w.r.t. the lexicographically ordered objectives of each player
to first satisfy their own specification, and second, to falsify other players’
specifications. A winning secure equilibrium (WSE) is an SE strategy
profile (πi)i∈[1;k] that ensures the specification ϕ ∶= ⋀i∈[1;k] ϕi if no player
deviates from their strategy πi. Distributed implementations generated
from a WSE make components act rationally by ensuring that a deviation
from the WSE strategy profile is immediately punished by a retaliating
strategy that makes the involved players lose.
In this paper, we move from deviation punishment in WSE-based imple-
mentations to a distributed, assume-guarantee based realization of WSE.
This shift is obtained by generalizing WSE from strategy profiles to speci-
fication profiles (φi)i∈[1;k] with ⋀i∈[1;k] φi = ϕ, which we call most general
winning secure equilibria (GWSE). Such GWSE have the property that
each player can individually pick a strategy πi winning for φi (against
all other players) and all resulting strategy profiles (πi)i∈[1;k] are guar-
anteed to be a WSE. The obtained flexibility in players’ strategy choices
can be utilized for robustness and adaptability of local implementations.
Concretely, our contribution is three-fold: (1) we formalize GWSE for
k-player games over finite graphs, where each player has an ω-regular
specification ϕi; (2) we devise an iterative semi-algorithm for GWSE
synthesis in such games, and (3) obtain an exponential-time algorithm
for GWSE synthesis with parity specifications ϕi.

Keywords: Distributed Synthesis, Parity Games, Secure Equilibria, Assume-
Guarantee Contracts

1 Introduction

Games over graphs provide a well known abstraction for many challenging correct-
by-construction synthesis problems for software and hardware in embedded cyber-
physical applications. In particular, the correct-by-construction co-synthesis of
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multiple interacting (reactive) components – each with its own correctness spec-
ification – poses, as of today, severe challenges in automated system design.

While many of these challenges arise from the fact that not every component
has the same information about all relevant variables in the system, even in
the seemingly simple setting of full information – where all components see the
valuation to all variables – finding the right balance between centralized and local
reasoning for co-synthesis is surprisingly challenging. While assuming all players
to cooperate might demand too much commitment from individual components,
a fully adversarial setting where all other components are assumed to harm a
local implementation (independently of their own objective) might not capture
a realistic scenario either.

To address this issue, starting with the seminal work of Chatterjee et al. [13],
the concept of rationality – stemming from classical game theory – was brought
to graph games in order to formalize a more realistic model for interaction of mul-
tiple components in co-synthesis. The main conceptual contribution of [13] was
the introduction of secure equilibria (SE) – a special sub-class of Nash equilibria
– given as particular strategy profiles. Intuitively, an SE is a Nash equilibrium
w.r.t. the lexicographically ordered objectives of each player to first satisfy their
own specification, and only second, to falsify other players’ specifications. More
specifically, it is a strategy profile, i.e., a tuple (πi)i, with πi being the strategy
of Player i, such that no player can improve w.r.t. their lexicographically ordered
objective by deviating from this strategy.

As stated by [13, p.68], an SE can thus be interpreted as a contract between
the players which enforces cooperation: any unilateral selfish deviation by one
player cannot put the other players at a disadvantage if they follow the SE.
While this property makes SE very desirable, their main draw-back, as most
prominently pointed out by [5], is their restriction to a single strategy profile.
This, in combination with classical reactive synthesis engines typically prefer-
ring small and goal-oriented strategies, incentivizes “immediate punishment” of
deviations from an SE strategy profile in the final implementation.
Motivating Example. To illustrate this effect, let us consider the game de-
picted in Fig. 1, taken from [13]. Here, an SE can be described as follows: if
Player 1 always chooses v3 → v1 (forming π1) and Player 2 always chooses v0 → v2
and v2 → v3 (forming π2), then they both satisfy their specifications; if Player 1
deviates by choosing v3 → v2 (risking falsification of ϕ2), then Player 2 can retal-
iate by choosing v2 → v4 (ensuring falsification of both ϕi); similarly, if Player 2
deviates by choosing v0 → v3 (risking falsification of ϕ1), then Player 1 retali-
ate by choosing v3 → v4 (ensuring falsification of both ϕi). Clearly, the strategy
profile (π1, π2) is an SE. It is, in particular, a winning SE as both players sat-

v0 v2

v1 v3 v4

Figure 1: A two-player game with Player 1’s vertices (squares), Player 2’s vertices
(circles) where Player i’s specification ϕi = ◻◊vi is to visit vi infinitely often.
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isfy their specifications when following it. However, as the outlined retaliating
strategies (π′1, π′2) are also part of the final implementation generated from this
SE, any play that deviates from (π1, π2) only once, makes the game end up in a
loop at v4 resulting in neither player satisfying their objectives. Intuitively, this
way of implementing SE-based strategies makes components act rationally by
ensuring that a deviation from the contract is immediately punished.

Having the interpretation of an SE as a contract in mind, it is however very
appealing to think about the realization of this contract in the final implemen-
tation in a more permissive way. Intuitively, in the game depicted in Fig. 1, both
players can satisfy their specifications ϕi without the help by the other player, as
long as the play does not go to v4. In particular, whenever both players indepen-
dently chose a strategy πi which ensures that they (i) never take their edge to v4
and (ii) satisfy ϕi for every strategy π−i of the other player that also never takes
their edge to v4, forms an SE strategy profile (π1, π2). These minimal coopera-
tion obligations for an SE can be interpreted as a specification profile (φ1, φ2),
s.t. φ1 ∶= ψ1∧(ψ2 ⇒ ϕ1) and φ2 ∶= ψ2∧(ψ1 ⇒ ϕ2), where ψ1 = ◻¬(v3∧◯v4) and
ψ2 = ◻¬(v2 ∧◯v4) express the above discussed assumption that Player i does
not move to v4 from their vertex. It turns out, that this new specification profile
(φ1, φ2) has three nice properties: (i) it is most general meaning it does not lose
any cooperative solution, i.e., ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 = φ1 ∧φ2 , (ii) it is realizable, i.e., Player i
has a strategy πi that satisfies φi in a zero-sum sense, (i.e., no matter what the
other player does) and, most importantly (iii) it is secure (winning), i.e., every
strategy profile (π1, π2), where Player i’s strategy πi satisfies φi (in a zero-sum
sense) is a winning SE. While properties (i) and (iii) motivated us to call the
set of new specifications a most general winning secure equilibrium (GWSE),
property (ii) ensures that any specification φi from this tuple is locally and fully
independently realizable by every component. Conceptually, this allows us to
move from deviation-punishment in SE-based implementations to a distributed,
assume-guarantee based realization of SE.
Contribution. By moving from strategy profiles (WSE) to specification profiles
(GWSE) for SE realizations, our approach takes the conceptualisation of ratio-
nality for distributed synthesis to an extreme: as we are in the position to design
every component (as it is a computer system not a human that actually acts ra-
tionally) we can enforce that implementations respect the new specifications φi.
We only use the concept of rationality encoded in WSE to automatically obtain
meaningful and implementable distributed specifications φi for this co-design
process. Thereby the implementation of an accompanying punishment mecha-
nism to enforce rationality of players becomes obsolete. The obtained flexibility
in players’ strategy choices can be utilized for robustness and adaptability of
local implementations, which makes GWSE particularly suited for embedded
systems applications.

Concretely, our contribution is three-fold: (1) We formalize GWSE for k-
player games over finite graphs, where each player has an ω-regular specification.
(2) We devise an iterative semi-algorithm1 for GWSE synthesis under ω-regular
1 A semi-algorithm is an algorithm that is not guaranteed to halt on all inputs.



specifications. (3) We give a (sound but incomplete) exponential-time algorithm
for GWSE synthesis under parity specifications.
Other Related Work. After the introduction of secure equilibria (SE) by Chat-
terjee et al. [13], there has been several efforts on extending the notion to other
classes of games, e.g., games with sup, inf, lim sup, lim inf, and mean-payoff
measures [9], multi-player games with probabilistic transitions [17] or quanti-
tative reachability games [8]. Furthermore, a variant of secure equilibria, called
Doomsday equilibria was studied in [12], where if any coalition of players deviates
and violates one players’ objective, then the objective of every player is violated.
Moreover, the notion of secure equilibria has been applied effectively in the syn-
thesis of mutual-exclusion protocols [15,4] and fair-exchange protocols [21,23].

Motivated by similar insights, other concepts of rationality have also been
introduced in multi-player games, e.g. subgame perfect equilibria [29,7,28,10,6]
or rational synthesis [20,22,18]. Similar to the implementations of SE by [13],
these works restrict implementations to a single strategy profile. In contrast,
our work introduces a more flexible concept of rationality that is closely re-
lated to contract-based distributed synthesis, as in [24,19,16,2]. Here, an assume-
guarantee contract is synthesized, such that every strategy realizing the guaran-
tee is ensured to win whenever the other players satisfy the assumption. While
this is conceptually similar to our synthesis of GWSE, these works do not con-
sider the players to be adversarial, and hence, there is no notion of equilibria.

To the best of our knowledge, the only other work that also combines flexibil-
ity with equilibria is assume-admissible (AA) synthesis [5]. Their work utilizes
a different, incomparable definition of rationality based on a dominance order.
Both approaches are incomparable – there exist co-synthesis problems where our
approach successfully synthesizes a GWSE and no AA contract exists, and vice
versa (see Ex. 1 for details). Conceptually, AA contracts still require rational
behaviour of players within the contract, while our approach only uses rational-
ity as a concept to synthesize meaningful local specifications which can then be
implemented in an arbitrary (non-rational) manner. We believe that this is a
superior strength of our approach compared to AA synthesis.

2 Preliminaries

Notation. We use N to denote the set of natural numbers including zero. Given
a, b ∈ N with a < b, we use [a; b] to denote the set {n ∈ N ∣ a ≤ n ≤ b}. For any
given set [a; b], we write i ∈even [a; b] and i ∈odd [a; b] as short hand for i ∈
[a; b] ∩ {0,2,4, . . .} and i ∈ [a; b] ∩ {1,3,5, . . .} respectively. For a finite alphabet
Σ, Σ∗ and Σω denote the set of finite and infinite words over Σ, respectively.
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Given a finite set AP of atomic propositions,
linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas over AP are defined by the grammar:

ϕ ∶= p ∈ AP ∣ ϕ ∨ ϕ ∣ ¬ϕ ∣◯ϕ ∣ ϕ U ϕ,

where ∨, ¬, ◯, and U denotes the operators disjunction, negation, next, and
until, respectively. Furthermore, we use the usual derived operators, True = p∨¬p,
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False = ¬True, conjunction ϕ∧ϕ′ = ¬(¬ϕ∨¬ϕ′), implication ϕ⇒ ϕ′ = ¬ϕ∨ϕ′, and
other temporal operators such as finally ◊ϕ = True U ϕ and globally ◻ϕ = ¬◊¬ϕ.
The semantics of LTL formulas are defined as usual (see standard textbooks [3]).
Game Graphs. A k-player (turn-based) game graph is a tuple G = (V,E, v0)
where (V,E, v0) is a finite directed graph with vertices V and edges E, and
v0 ∈ V is an initial vertex. For such a game graph, let P = [1;k] be the set of
players such that V = ⋃i∈P Vi is partioned into vertices of k players in P. We write
Ei, i ∈ P, to denote the edges from Player i’s vertices, i.e., Ei = E ∩ (Vi × V ).
Further, we write V−i and E−i to denote the set ⋃j≠i Vj and ⋃j≠iEj , respectively.
A play from a vertex u0 is a finite or infinite sequence of vertices ρ = u0u1 . . .
with (uj , uj+1) ∈ E for all j ≥ 0.
Specifications. Given a game graph G, we consider specifications specified us-
ing a LTL formula Φ over the vertex set V , that is, we consider LTL formulas
whose atomic propositions are sets of vertices V . In this case the set of desired
infinite plays is given by the semantics of ϕ over G, which is an ω-regular lan-
guage L(G,ϕ) ⊆ V ω. We just write L(ϕ) to denote this language when the game
graph G is clear in the context. Every game graph with an arbitrary ω-regular
set of desired infinite plays can be reduced to a game graph (possibly with an
extended set of vertices) with an LTL objective, as above. The standard defini-
tions of ω-regular languages are omitted for brevity and can be found in standard
textbooks [3]. To simplify notation we use e = (u, v) in LTL formulas as syntactic
sugar for u ∧◯v.
Games and Strategies. A k-player game is a pair G = (G, (ϕi)i∈P) where G is
a k-player game graph and each ϕi is an objective for Player i over G. A strategy
of Player i, i ∈ P, is a function πi∶V ∗Vi → V such that for every ρv ∈ V ∗Vi, it
holds that (v, πi(ρv)) ∈ E. A strategy profile for a set of players P′ ⊆ P is a tuple
Π = (πi)i∈P′ of strategies, one for each player in P′. To simplify notation, we
write P−i and π−i to denote the set P ∖ {i} and their strategy profile (πj)j∈P∖{i},
respectively. Given a strategy profile (πi)i∈P′ , we say that a play ρ = u0u1 . . . is
(πi)i∈P′-play if for every i ∈ P′ and for all ℓ ≥ 1, it holds that uℓ−1 ∈ Vi implies
uℓ = πi(u0 . . . uℓ−1).
Satisfying Specifications. Given a game graph G and a specification ϕ, a
play ρ satisfies ϕ if ρ ∈ L(ϕ). A strategy profile (πi)i∈P′ satisfies/winning w.r.t.
a specification ϕ, from a vertex v, denoted by (πi)i∈P′ ⊧v ϕ, if every (πi)i∈P′-play
from v satifies ϕ. We just write (πi)i∈P′ ⊧ ϕ if v is the initial vertex. We collect all
vertices from which there exists a strategy profile for players in P′ that satisfies ϕ
in the winning region2 ⟪P′⟫(G,ϕ). We just write ⟪P′⟫ϕ to denote this set if game
graph G is clear in the context. Furthermore, we write ϕ−i to denote ⋀j∈P−i

ϕj .
Parity Specifications. Give a game graph G = (V,E, v0), a specification ϕ
is called parity if ϕ = Parity(Ω) ∶= ⋀i∈odd[0;d] (◻◊Ωi ⇒ ⋁j∈even[i+1;d] ◻◊Ωj), with
Ωi = {v ∈ V ∣ Ω(v) = i} for some priority function Ω ∶ V → [0;d] that assigns
each vertex a priority. A play satisfies such a specification if the maximum of
priorities seen infinitely often is even.
2 Slightly abusing notation, we write ⟪i⟫ϕ for singleton sets of players P′ = {i}.
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3 Most General Winning Secure Equilibria
This section formalizes most general winning secure equilibria (GWSE). In order
to do so, we first recall the notion of secure equilibria from [13].
Secure Equilibria. Given a k-player game G = (G, (ϕi)i∈P) and a strategy
profile Π ∶= (πi)i∈P one can define a payoff profile, denoted by payoff(Π), as the
tuple (pi)i∈P s.t. pi = 1 iff Π ⊧ ϕi. With this, we can define a Player j preference
order ≺j on payoff profiles lexicographiacally, s.t.
(pi)i∈P ≺j (p′i)i∈P iff (pj < p′j) ∨ ((pj = p′j) ∧ (∀i ≠ j.pi ≥ p′i) ∧ (∃i ≠ j.pi > p′i)).

Intuitively, this preference order captures the fact that every player’s main ob-
jective is to satisfy their own specification ϕi, and, as a secondary objective,
falsify the specifications of the other players.
Definition 1. Given a k-player game G = (G, (ϕi)i∈P), a strategy profile Π ∶=
(πi)i∈P is a secure equilibrium (SE) if for all i ∈ P, there does not exist a strategy
π′i of Player i such that payoff(Π) ≺i payoff(π′i, π−i).

It is well known that every secure equilibrium is also a nash equilibrium in
the classical sense. Within this paper, we only consider winning secure equilibria
(WSE) i.e., SE with the payoff profile (pi = 1)i∈P. As WSE have a trivial payoff
profile, they can be characterized without referring to payoffs as formalized next.
Definition 2. Give a k-player game (G, (ϕi)i∈P), a winning secure equilibrium
(WSE) is a strategy profile (πi)i∈P such that (i) (πi)i∈P ⊧ ⋀i∈P ϕi; and (ii) for
every strategy π′i of Player i, if (π′i, π−i) /⊧ ϕ−i holds, then (π′i, π−i) /⊧ ϕi holds.
Intuitively, item i ensures that the strategy profile satisfies all player’s objective,
whereas item ii ensures that no player can improve, i.e., falsify another player’s
objective without falsifying their own objective, by deviating from the prescribed
strategy.
Most General Winning Secure Equilibria. As illustrated by the motivating
example in Sec. 1, we aim at generalizing WSE from single strategy profiles to
specification profiles that capture an infinite number of WSE. These specification
profiles (φi)i∈P, which we call most general winning secure equilibria (GWSE),
allow each player to locally (and fully independently) pick a strategy πi that is
winning for φi (in a zero-sum sense). It is then guaranteed that any resulting
strategy profile (πi)i∈P is indeed a WSE. This is formalized next.
Definition 3. Give a k-player game (G, (ϕi)i∈P), a tuple (φi)i∈P of specifications
is said to be a most general winning secure equilibrium (GWSE) if it is

(i) (most) general: L(⋀i∈P φi) = L(⋀i∈P ϕi);
(ii) realizable: v0 ∈ ⟪i⟫φi for all i ∈ P; and

(iii) secure (winning): every strategy profile (πi)i∈P with πi ⊧ φi is a WSE.
Intuitively, generality ensures that the transformation of the specifications (ϕi)i∈P
into new specifications (φi)i∈P does not lose any winning play. Further, realiz-
ability ensures that every single player can enforce φi (without the help of other
players) from the initial vertex. Finally, security ensures that any locally chosen
strategy πi winning for φi fors a strategy profile which is indeed a WSE.
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4 Computing GWSE in ω-regular Games

This section proposes an iterative semi-algorithm3 to compute GWSE in this
paper which utilizes the concept of adequately permissive assumptions (APA)
introduced by Anand et al. [1]. Given a k-player game (G, (ϕi)i∈P), an APA is a
specification ψi that collects all Player i strategies which allow for a cooperative
solution if other players cooperate. It therefore overapproximates the set of all
Player i strategies which could possibly form a WSE with the other players. As
a consequence, the intersection ⋀i∈P ψi is an overapproximation of a GWSE. In
order to refine this approximation, the next computation round can now use the
APA’s of other players when computing new local APA’s. In order to properly
formalize this idea, we first recall the concept of APA’s from [1].

4.1 Adequately Permissive Assumptions

Following [1], we define an adequately permissive assumption (APA) as follows.

Definition 4. Given a k-player game graph G = (V,E, v0) and a specification ϕ,
we say that a specification ψi is an adequately permissive assumption (APA) on
Player i for ϕ if it is:

(i) sufficient: there exists a strategy profile π−i such that for every Player i
strategy πi with πi ⊧ ψi, we have (πi, π−i) ⊧ ϕ;

(ii) implementable: ⟪i⟫ψi = V ; and
(iii) permissive: L(ψi) ⊇ L(ϕ).

The intuition behind an APA is that even if a player can not realize a spec-
ification ϕ, they should at least satisfy an APA on them as it will allow them
to realize ϕ if the other players are willing to help (sufficiency). Further, such a
behavior by Player i does not prevent any WSE (permissiveness), and Player i
can individually choose to follow an APA (implementability).

Remark 1. While Def. 4 is an almost direct adaptation from [1, Def. 2-5] to k-
player games, it has a couple of noteable differences. First, Anand et al. define
APA’s for 2-player games and, conceptually, use APA’s to constraint the oppo-
nents moves. While we can simply view the k-player game as a 2-player game
between the protagonist Player i and (the collection of) its opponents P−i, we
will use the computed assumption ψi to constrain the protagonist’s moves (not
the opponent) in Def. 4. Second, the sufficiency condition for an APA in [1, Def.
2] does not depend on an initial vertex. An APA always exists in their setting
(possibly being True when ⟪P⟫ϕ = ∅). In contrast, the k-player games in this
paper have a designated initial vertex, hence, an APA only exists iff v0 ∈ ⟪P⟫ϕ.

With this insight, we can use the algorithm from [1] to compute APA’s for
parity specificatios ϕ = Parity(Ω) in polynomial time.
3 A semi-algorithm is an algorithm that is not guaranteed to halt on all inputs.
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Lemma 1 ([1, Thm. 4]). Given a k-player game graph G = (V,E, v0) and a
parity specification ϕ = Parity(Ω), an APA on Player i for ϕ can be computed,
if one exists, in time O(∣V ∣4).
Let us write ComputeAPA(G,ϕ, i) to denote the procedure that returns this
APA if it exists; otherwise, it returns False.
Remark 2. We note that Lem. 1 also gives a method to compute APA’s for
games with LTL- or ω-regular specifications as such games can be converted
into parity games (possibly with an extended game graph) by standard meth-
ods [3]. Therefore, with a slight abuse of notation, we will also call the algorithm
ComputeAPA(G,ϕ, i) if ϕ is not a parity specification, which the understand-
ing, that the game is always converted into a parity game first. This might incur
an exponential blowup of the state space. As we call ComputeAPA repeatedly
to compute GWSE’s, this blowup might cause non-termination (see Sec. 4.6 for
details). In order to obtain a (non-optimal but) terminating algorithm for GWSE
computation, we will mitigate this blowup later in Sec. 5.

4.2 Iterative Computation of APA’s
Given the results of the previous section, we can use the algorithm ComputeAPA
on a given game (G, (ϕi)i∈P) to compute APA’s for each player, i.e.,
ψi ∶= ComputeAPA(G,ϕi, i). Intuitively, ψi overapproximates the set of all
Player i strategies which could possibly form a WSE with the other players. As
a consequence, the intersection ⋀i∈P ψi is an overapproximation of the GWSE.

As outlined previously, we will iteratively refine these computed APA’s to
finally compute the GWSE. In order to do so, we want to condition the compu-
tation of the next-round APA ψ′i on the previous-round APA’s of all other players
ψ−i, as any secure strategy of players in P−i is incentivized to comply with ψ−i.
The most intuitive method to do this is to simply consider ψ−i ⇒ ϕi as the spec-
ification for APA computation in the next round. However, the way sufficiency
is formulated for APA’s prevents this approach, as the implication ψ−i ⇒ ϕi is
true if ψ−i is false. As there obviously exists a strategy profile π−i which violates
ψ−i, the sufficiency condition becomes meaningless for this specification.

However, as we know that ψ−i are APA’s, their implementability constraint
(Def. 4.ii) ensures that Player i can neither enforce nor falsify them. Therefore, a
new specification ϕ′i ∶= ψ−i∧ϕi still puts all the burden of satisfying ψ−i to players
in P−i and hence, implicitly constrains the choices of P−i to strategies complying
with ψ−i for sufficiency of the new APA. However, using ϕ′i ∶= ψ−i ∧ ϕi indeed
weakens the permissiveness requirement L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ϕ ∧ ψ−i), i.e., the new APA
ψ′i needs to be more general than the specification ϕ, only when the assump-
tion ψ−i holds. With these refined conditions for sufficiency and permissiveness,
it becomes evident that an APA for specification ϕ under assumption ψ−i is
equivalent to an APA for the modified specification ψ−i∧ϕ, as formalized below.
Definition 5. Given a k-player game, a specification ϕi and an assumption ψ−i,
we say that the specification ψi is an APA on Player i for ϕi under ψ−i if it is
an APA on Player i for specification ψ−i ∧ ϕ.
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Following Rem. 2, we denote by ComputeAPA(G,ψ−i ∧ ϕ, i) the algorithm
which computes APA’s on Player i for ϕ under assumptions ψ−i, even though
ψ−i ∧ ϕ is typically not a parity specification over G anymore.

4.3 Computing GWSE

Using all the intuition discussed before, we now give a semi-algorithm in Algo. 1
to compute GWSE for k-player games with ω-regular specifications for all play-
ers. The main idea is to iteratively compute assumptions (ψi)i∈P on every player
and check if they are stable enough so that every player can satisfy their actual
specification ϕi under the assumption ψ−i. If not, then, in the next iteration,
we compute new assumptions (ψ′i)i∈P that are stricter than earlier ones, i.e.,
L(ψ′i) ⊆ L(ψi) but still more general than their specifications under the earlier
assumption, i.e., L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ψ−i ∧ ϕi).

Algorithm 1 ComputeGE(G)
Require: A k-player game G with game graph G = (V,E, v0) and parity specifications
(ϕi)i∈P.

Ensure: Either a GWSE (φi)i∈P or False.
1: ψi ← True ∀i ∈ P
2: return RecursiveGE(G, (ψi)i∈P)

3: procedure RecursiveGE(G, (ψi)i∈P)
4: φi ← ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) ∀i ∈ P
5: if v0 ∈ ⋂i∈P⟪i⟫φi then
6: return (φi)i∈P

7: ψ′i ← ψi ∧ComputeAPA(G,ψ−i ∧ ϕi, i) ∀i ∈ P
8: if ψ′i = ψi for all i ∈ P then
9: return False

10: return RecursiveGE(G, (ψ′i)i∈P)

More specifically, we start with ψi = True for each i ∈ P in the first it-
eration (line 1), and then in every iteration, we want each player to satisfy
φi = ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) (computed in line 4) by themselves, i.e., always satisfy
their assumption ψi and satisfy specification ϕi whenever others satisfy their
assumptions ψ−i. Note that, in this part of the algorithm it is correct to use this
implication-style specification, as it is used for solving a zero-sum 2-player game
between Player i and its opponent (i.e., the collection of all other players in
P−i) for the specification φi. The winning regions ⟪i⟫φi for each such zero-sum
2-player game are then intersected in line 5 to obtain the winning region that
is achievable by any strategy profile (πi)i∈P where πi is a winning strategy of
Player i w.r.t. φi (in a zero-sum sense). If this resulting winning region contains
the initial vertex, we return the specification (φi)i∈P (line 6), which is proven to
indeed be a GWSE in Thm. 1.

If this is not the case, we keep on strengthening APA’s, as discussed in
Sec. 4.2, to make the above mentioned zero-sum 2-player games easier to solve (as
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they can rely on tighter assumptions now). Hence, we call ComputeAPA with
the modified specifications ϕ′i ∶= ψ−i∧ϕi for all players (line 7). If this assumption
refinement step was unsuccessful, i.e., assumptions have not changed (line 8), we
give up and return False. Otherwise, we recheck the termination condition for
the newly computed APA’s.

Example 1. Before proving the correctness of the (semi) Algo. 1, let us first
illustrate the steps using an example depicted in Fig. 2. In line 1, we begin with
ψ1 = ψ2 = True and run the recursive procedure RecursiveGE in line 2.

Within the first iteration of RecursiveGE, in line 4, we set φi = ϕi as
ψi = True for all i ∈ [1; 2]. Then, in line 5, we check whether each player can satisfy
φi = ϕi without cooperation (i.e., in a zero-sum sense), from the initial vertex v0.
As no player can ensure that, we move to line 7. Here, as ψi = True for i ∈ [1; 2],
the new assumptions ψ′i is an APA computed by ComputeAPA(G,ϕi, i). This
gives us ψ′1 = ◻¬(e12 ∧ e34) ∧ ◊ ◻ ¬e10 and ψ′2 = ◊ ◻ ¬e00, where eij = vi ∧◯vj .
Intuitively, ψ′1 ensures that edges, i.e., v1 → v2 and v3 → v4, leading to the region
from which it is not possible to satisfy ϕ1 are never taken; and the edge, i.e.,
v1 → v0, restricting the play to progress towards target vertex v5 (as in ϕ1) is
eventually not taken. Similarly, ψ2 ensures that the edge v0 → v0 is eventually
not taken that ensures progress towards ϕ2’s target vertices {v4, v5}. As ψ′i ≠ ψi

for all i ∈ [1; 2] in line 8, we go to the next iteration of RecursiveGE.
In the second iteration, we again compute the new potential GWSE (φ1, φ2)

with φi = ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) in line 4. In line 5, we find that v0 /∈ ⟪1⟫φ1. That is
because Player 1 cannot ensure satisfying ϕ1 even when Player 2 satisfies ψ2 as
Player 2 can always use edge v0 → v3 leading to the play (v0v3)ω /⊧ ϕ2. Hence,
in line 7, the APA under ψ1 gives a more restricted assumptions on Player 2:
ψ′2 = ◊◻¬(e00∧e03). As the assumption ψ2 on Player 2 was very weak, the APA
for Player 1 under ψ2 results in the same assumption as ψ1, and hence, ψ′1 = ψ1.
Then, we move to the third iteration.

In this iteration, we find that both players can indeed satisfy their new
specification φi from the initial vertex in line 5. Hence, we finally return a
GWSE (φ1, φ2) with φi = ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) where ψ2 = ◊ ◻ ¬(e00 ∧ e03) and
ψ1 = ◻¬(e12 ∧ e34) ∧ ◊ ◻ ¬(e10).

Remark 3. Let us remark that for the game depicted in Fig. 2, assume-admissible
(AA) synthesis [5] has no solution. AA-synthesis utilizes a different, incompara-
ble definition of rationality based on a dominance order. In their framework, a

v0 v1

v2

v5v3v4

Figure 2: A two-player game with initial vertex v0, Player 1’s vertices (squares),
Player 2’s vertices (circles) and specifications ϕ1 = ◊◻{v5} and ϕ2 = ◊◻{v4, v5}.
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Player i strategy πi is said to be dominated by π′i if the set of strategy profiles
that π′ is winning against (i.e., satisfies Player i’s specification) is strictly larger
than that of π. A strategy not dominated by any other strategy is called admis-
sible. In AA-synthesis, one needs to find an admissible strategy πi for Player i
such that for every admissible strategy π′−i for the other player, (πi, π

′
−i) ⊧ ϕi.

In this example, Player 1 has only one admissible strategy π1 that always uses
v1 → v5 and v3 → v0. However, with the admissible strategy π′2 of Player 2 that
always uses v0 → v3, we have (π1, π

′
2) /⊧ ϕ1.

The next theorem shows that Algo. 1 is indeed sound.
Theorem 1. Let G be a k-player game with game graph G = (V,E, v0) and
parity specifications (ϕi)i∈P such that (φ∗i )i∈P = ComputeGE(G), then (φ∗i )i∈P
is a GWSE for G.
Proof. First, observe that ComputeGE did not return False by the premise
of the theorem. So, if ComputeAPA returned False in line 7, i.e., ψ′i = False
for some i ∈ P, in some n-th iteration, then in the n + 1-th iteration, we have
ψi = False and ψ−j = False for all j ∈ P−i. So, it holds that v0 /∈ ⟪i⟫φi = ⟪i⟫False = ∅
and hence, it does not return in line 6. Furthermore, as ψ−j ∧ ϕj = False for
all j ∈ P−i, by sufficiency, ComputeAPA returns False for all j ∈ P−i. Hence,
ψ′j = False for all j ∈ P. This would imply (by similar arguments), in (n + 2)-th
iteration, ψ′j = ψj = False for all j ∈ P and hence, the algorithm would return False.
Therefore, we can assume ComputeAPA never returned False in any iteration.

Now, let us claim that in every iteration of RecursiveGE, for all i ∈ P:

(claim 1) L(ψi) ⊇ L(⋀j∈P ϕj), and (claim 2) L(ψi) ⊇ L(ψ−i ∧ ϕi).
We will prove the claim using induction on the number of itereative calls to
RecursiveGE. For the base case, observe ψi = True for all i ∈ P, hence, the
claim holds trivially. For the induction step, assume that claim 1+2 hold in the
n-th iteration. Then, for all i ∈ P, as ψ′i (computed in line 7) is ψ in the next
iteration, it suffices to show that L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(⋀j∈P ϕj) and L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ψ′−i ∧ ϕi).

By permissiveness of APA (as in Def. 4), for all i ∈ P, we have
L(ComputeAPA(G,ψ−i ∧ ϕi, i)) ⊇ L(ψ−i) ∩ L(ϕi). Hence, by line 7, for all
i ∈ P, we have L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ψi)∩L(ψ−i)∩L(ϕi) = (⋂j∈PL(ψj))∩L(ϕi), and hence,
by claim 1, L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(⋀j∈P ϕj).

Similarly, for all i ∈ P, as L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ψi) ∩ L(ψ−i) ∩ L(ϕi), by claim 2, we
also have L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ψ−i) ∩ L(ϕi). Furthermore, by line 7, for all j ∈ P, we
have L(ψj) ⊇ L(ψ′j), and hence, L(ψ−i) = ⋂j≠iL(ψj) ⊇ ⋂j≠iL(ψ′j) = L(ψ′−i).
Therefore, for all i ∈ P, we have L(ψ′i) ⊇ L(ψ′−i) ∩L(ϕi) = L(ψ′−i ∧ ϕi).

Now, we show that Def. 3 (i)-(ii) indeed holds for the tuple (φ∗i )i∈P.
(i) (general) By construction, φ∗i = ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) for the specifications (ψi)i∈P
computed in last iteration. Hence, it holds that

L(⋀
i∈P
φ∗i ) =⋂

i∈P
L(ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi)) =⋂

i∈P
L(ψi) ∩⋂

i∈P
L(ψ−i ⇒ ϕi)

=⋂
i∈P
L(ψ−i) ∩⋂

i∈P
L(ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) =⋂

i∈P
L(ψ−i ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi)) ⊆⋂

i∈P
L(ϕi) = L(⋀

i∈P
ϕi) .
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For the other direction, it holds that

L(φ∗i ) = L(ψi) ∧L(ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) ⊇ L(ψi) ∩L(ϕi) (1)

Then, by claim 1, for all i ∈ P, we have L(φ∗i ) ⊇ L (⋀i∈P ϕi), and hence, L (⋀i∈P φ∗i ) ⊇
L (⋀i∈P ϕi). Therefore, (φ∗i )i∈P is general.
(ii) (realizable) Holds trivially by line 5.
(iii) (secure) Let (πi)i∈P be a strategy profile with πi ⊧ φ∗i . Then, every (πi)i∈P-
play from v0 satisfies φ∗i for all i ∈ P, and hence, (πi)i∈P ⊧ ⋀i∈P φ∗i . So, by gener-
ality, we have (πi)i∈P ⊧ ⋀i∈P ϕi.

Now, to prove item ii of Def. 2, let π′i be a strategy of Player i, and let ρ be
the (π′i, π−i)-play from v0. As before, for all j ∈ P, we have φ∗j = ψj ∧ (ψ−j ⇒ ϕj).
So, for every j ≠ i, ρ ∈ L(φ∗j ) ⊆ L(ψj). Hence, we have ρ ∈ ⋂j≠iL(ψj) = L(ψ−i).

Now, if ρ ∈ L(ϕi), then ρ ∈ L(ψ−i∧ϕi). Then, by (1) and claim 2, we have ρ ∈
L(φ∗i ). Furthermore, as π−i ⊧ φ∗−i, we have ρ ∈ L(φ∗−i). Therefore, ρ ∈ L(φ∗i ∧φ∗−i),
and by generality, ρ ∈ L(ϕi ∧ ϕ−i) ⊆ L(ϕ−i). Then, by contraposition, item ii of
Def. 2 holds for (πi)i∈P. Hence, (πi)i∈P is an SE, and hence, (φ∗i )i∈P is secure. ⊓⊔

4.4 Games with an Environment Player

Up to this point, we have only considered games played between k players, each
representing a distinct system. However, in the context of reactive synthesis
problems, a different setup is often encountered. Here, the system players play
against an environment player, who is considered as being adversarial toward all
the system players. Consequently, the system players must fulfill their objectives
against all possible strategies employed by the environment player.

Interestingly, this framework can be seen as equivalent to a (k + 1)-player
game with the original k system players and a (k+1)-th player, representing the
environment. For this new player, the objective is simply ϕk+1 = True. Then, it
is easy to see that an APA for such specification ϕk+1 under any assumption is
True. Hence, in each iteration of RecursiveGE in Algo. 1, the associated as-
sumption ψk+1 is also True, and thus, φk+1 = True∧((⋀i∈[1;k] ψi)⇒ True) ≡ True.
Consequently, if ComputeGE yields a GWSE (φ∗i )i∈[1;k+1], the new objective of
the environment player, φ∗k+1 = True, doesn’t impose any constraints on the envi-
ronment’s actions. Therefore, the tuple (φ∗i )i∈[1;k] remains secure (as in Def. 3)
for the k system players because the environment player can never violate its
new specification φk+1. In sum, games featuring an environment player can be
effectively handled as a special case, as formally summarized below:

Corollary 1. Let G = (V,E) be a game graph with k system players, i.e., P =
[1;k], and an environment player env such that V = (⋃i∈P Vi)⊎Venv. Let (ϕi)i∈P
be the tuple of specifications, one for each system player. Then, a tuple (φi)i∈P is
a GWSE for (G, (ϕi)i∈P) if and only if (φi)i∈[1;k+1] with φk+1 = True is a GWSE
for the k + 1-player game (G, (ϕi)i∈[1;k+1]) with ϕk+1 = True.

Furthermore, in synthesis problems, the choices of the environment are some-
times restricted based on a certain assumption ϕenv. In such scenarios, a viable
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approach involves updating each system player’s specification ϕi to ϕenv ⇒ ϕi

and subsequently utilizing Cor. 1 to compute a GWSE. An alternative approach
is to consider a (k+1)-player game with specification ϕk+1 = ϕenv for the (k+1)-
th player. With this approach, the solution becomes more meaningful, as any
strategy profile for the system players satisfying the resulting GWSE allows the
environment to satisfy its own assumptions ϕenv. This approach nicely comple-
ments existing works [14,25] that aim to synthesize strategies for systems while
allowing the environment to fulfill its own requirement.

4.5 Partially Winning GWSE

In the preceding sections, we have presented a method for computing winning
SE, i.e., equilibria where all players satisfy their objectives. However, it’s worth
noting that in certain scenarios, WSE might not exist (see e.g. [13] for a detailed
discussion). In such cases, a subset P′ of players can still form a coalition, which
serves their interests by enabling them to compute a GWSE for their coalition
only, while treating the remaining players in P ∖ P′ as part of the environment.
This can be accomplished by computing a GWSE with updated specifications
denoted as (ϕ′i)i∈P, wherein ϕ′i = ϕi for all i ∈ P′ and ϕ′i = True for all i /∈ P′. This
scenario aligns with the concept of considering an environment from Sec. 4.4.

It is important to emphasize that for instances where no WSE exists, there
might not even exist a unique maximal outcome for which an SE is feasible,
see [13, Sec. 5] for a simple example. As a result, there may be multiple coalitions
that can offer different advantages to individual players from the initial vertex.
This scenario presents an intriguing, unexplored challenge for future research.

4.6 Computational Tractability and Termination

While Algo. 1 has multiple desirable properties, additionally supported by the
possible extensions discussed in Sec. 4.4 and 4.5, its computational tractability
and termination is questionable for the full class of ω-regular games.

As pointed out in Rem. 2, the application of ComputeAPA might require
changing the game graph for if the input is not a parity specification. While
the language of the computed APA is guarantee to shrink in every iteration (see
the proof of Thm. 1), this does not guarantee termination of Algo. 1 as such a
language still contains an infinite number of words. Due to the possibly repeated
changes in the game graph for APA computation, the finiteness of the underlying
model can also not be used as a termation argument.

In addition, the need to change game graphs induces a severe computational
burden. While this might be not so obvious for the polynomial time algorithm
ComputeAPA, this is actually also the case for the (zero-sum) game solver that
needs to be invoked line 5 of Algo. 1. As the specification for these games also
keeps changing in each iteration, a new parity game needs to be constructed in
each iteration, which might be increasingly harder to solve, depending on the
nature of the added assumptions. We will see in Sec. 5 how these problems can
be resolved by a suitable restriction of the considered assumption class.
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5 Optimized Computation of GWSE in Parity Games

As discussed in Sec. 4.6, the potential need to repeatedly change game graphs in
the computations of lines 5 and 7 in Algo. 1 might incur increasing computational
costs and prevents a termination guarantee. To circumvent these problems, this
section proposes a different algorithm for GWSE synthesis which overapproxi-
mates APA’s by a simpler assumption class, called UCA’s. The resulting algo-
rithm is computationally more tractable and ensured to terminate. Nevertheless,
unlike the semi-algorithm discussed in the previous section, this algorithm may
not be able to compute a GWSE in all scenarios where the semi-algorithm can.

5.1 From APA’s to UCA’s

One of the main features of APA’s on Player i computed by ComputeAPA from
[1], is the fact that they can be expressed by well structured templates using
Player i’s edges, namely unsafe-edge-, colive-edge-, and (conditional)-live-group-
templates. Unsafe- and colive-edge-templates are structurally very simple. Given
a set of unsafe edges S ⊆ Ei and colive edges C ⊆ Ei the respective assumption
templates ψunsafe(S) ∶= ⋀e∈S ◻¬e and ψcolive(C) ∶= ⋀e∈C ◊ ◻ ¬e simply assert
that unsafe (resp. colive) edges should never (resp. only finitely often) be taken.
We call an assumption which can be expressed by these two types of templates
an Unsafe- and Colive-edge-template Assumption (UCA), as defined next.

Definition 6. Given a k-player game graph G = (V,E), a specification ψ is
called an unsafe- and colive-edge-template assumption (UCA) for Player i, if
there exist sets S,C ⊆ Ei s.t. ψ ∶= ψunsafe(S) ∧ ψcolive(C). We write ψ[S,C] to
denote such assumptions.

It was recently shown by Schmuck et al. [27] that two-player (zero-sum) parity
games under UCA assumptions, i.e., games (G,ψ⇒ ϕ) where ψ is an UCA and
ϕ is a parity specification over G, can be directly solved over G without compu-
tational overhead, compared to the non-augmented version (G,ϕ) of the same
game. Interestingly, the synthesis problem under assumptions becomes prove-
ably harder if live-group-templates ψcond are needed to express an assumption,
requiring a change of the game graph in most cases. Conditional-live-group-
templates ψcond, are structurally more challenging than UCA’s, as they impose
a Streett-type fairness conditions on edges in G (see [1, Sec.4] for details).

Motivated by this result, we will restrict the assumption class used for GWSE
computation to UCA’s in this section. Unfortunately, UCA’s are typically not
expressive enough to capture APA’s for parity games. This follows from one
of the main results of Anand et al., which shows that APA’s computed by
ComputeAPA for parity games are expressible by a conjunctions of all three
template types, as re-stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 ([1, Thm. 3]). Given the premisses of Lem. 1, the APA com-
puted by ComputeAPA on Player i can be written as the conjunction ψ ∶=
ψunsafe(S) ∧ ψcolive(C) ∧ ψcond where S,C ⊆ Ei.
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We therefore need to overapproximate APA’s by UCA’s, by simply dropping
the ψcond-term from their defining conjunction, as formalized next.

Definition 7. Given the premisses of Lem. 1, let ψ ∶= ComputeAPA(G,ϕ, i) =
ψunsafe(S) ∧ ψcolive(C) ∧ ψcond. Then we denote by ApproxAPA(G,ϕ, i) the
algorithm that computes ψ[S,C] by first executing ComputeAPA(G,ϕ, i) and
then dropping all ψcond-terms from the resulting APA.

It is easy to see that L(ψ) ⊆ L(ψ[S,C]). Therefore, it also follows that ψ[S,C]

is implementable and permissive (i.e., Def. 4(ii) and (iii) holds). Unfortunatly,
ψ[S,C] is in general no longer sufficient (i.e., Def. 4(i) does not necessarily hold).
As the proof of Thm. 1 only uses permissiveness of APA, even though sufficiency
is lost for UCA’s, replacing ComputeAPA by ApproxAPA in Algo. 1 does
not mitigate soundness, i.e., whenever ComputeGE terminates in line 6 with
a specification profile (φi)i∈P, this profile is indeed a GWSE, even if APA’s are
over-approximated by UCA’s. This is formalized next.

Theorem 2. Let AComputeGE be the algorithm obtained by replacing proce-
dure ComputeAPA by ApproxAPA in Algo. 1. Then, given a k-player game
G with parity specifications such that (φ∗i )i∈P = AComputeGE(G), the tuple
(φ∗i )i∈P is a GWSE for G.

The rest of this section will now show how the restriction to UCA’s allows
to execute lines 5 and 7 in Algo. 1 efficiently and allows to prove termination of
the resulting algorithm for GWSE computation.

5.2 Iterative Computation of UCA’s

We have seen in the previous section that UCA’s can be computed by utilizing
ComputeAPA and dropping all ψcond terms (called ApproxAPA). Of course,
this can be done in every iteration of ComputeGE. However, ComputeAPA
expects a party game as an input, and from the second iteration of ComputeGE
onward the input to ComputeAPA is given by (G,ψ−i ∧ ϕi, i), where ψ−i is an
assumption on players in P−i, which is not necessarily a parity game.

This section therefore provides a new algorithm, called ComputeUCA and
given in Algo. 2 which computes UCA’s for Player i directly on the game graph
G for games (G,ψ ∧ ϕ) where ψ = ψ[S,C] is an UCA for P−i with unsafe edges
S ⊆ E−i and colive edges C ⊆ E−i, and ϕ is a parity specification, both over G.
Intuitively, ComputeUCA first slightly modifies G to a new two-player game
graph Ĝ (lines 1 and 2) s.t. the specification ψ ∧ ϕ can be directly expressed
as a parity specification ϕ̂ on Ĝ (line 4). This allows to apply ApproxAPA to
construct and return an UCA for Player 1 on Ĝ (line 5). As the resulting UCA
is for Player i, the unsafe edge and colive edge sets are subsets of Ei. Further,
due to the mild modifications from G to Ĝ, the edges of Player i are retained in
Ĝ as E1, hence, the resulting UCA is a well-defined UCA for Player i in G.

We have the following soundness result for showing equivalence between the
UCA’s computed by ComputeUCA and ApproxAPA for UCA assumptions,
proven in extended version of this paper [26, App. A].
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Algorithm 2 ComputeUCA(G,ψ[S,C] ∧ ϕ, i)
Require: A k-player game graph G = (V,E, v0) and specification ψ ∧ ϕ with UCA

ψ = ψ[S,C] for P−i, i.e., S,C ⊆ E−i, and ϕ = Parity(Ω) s.t. Ω ∶ V → [0; 2d + 1].
Ensure: An UCA ψ[S

′,C′] for Player i.
1: V̂1 ← Vi and V̂2 ← V−i ⊎C
2: Ê1 ← Ei and Ê2 ← E−i ∖ (S ∪C) ∪ {(u, c), (c, v) ∣ c = (u, v) ∈ C}

3: Ω̂ =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Ω(v) if v ∈ V
2d + 1 otherwise.

4: Ĝ = (V̂1 ⊎ V̂2, Ê1 ⊎ Ê2, v0); ϕ̂← Parity(Ω̂)
5: return ApproxAPA(Ĝ, ϕ̂,1)

Proposition 2. Given game graph G = (V,E, v0) with parity specification ϕ
and an UCA ψ = ψ[S,C] for P−i, let ψ′ ∶= ApproxAPA(G,ψ ∧ ϕ, i) and ψ′′ ∶=
ComputeUCA(G,ψ ∧ ϕ, i) then L(ψ′) = L(ψ′′). Furthermore, ComputeUCA
terminates in time O((∣V ∣ + ∣E∣)4).

The proof of this result is given in extended version [26, App. A], and essen-
tially relies on the observation that the parity specification ϕ̂ in Ĝ expresses the
language L(ψ ∧ ϕ) when restricted to V , i.e, L(Ĝ, ϕ̂)∣V = L(G,ϕ ∧ ψ) and the
fact that every UCA for Player 1 in Ĝ is also an UCA for Player i in G.

The usefulness of expressing the computed assumptions as unsafe and colive
edge sets S,C over the input game graph G is that there are only a finite number
of edges in that graph. Therefore, there obviously also exists only a finite number
of unsafe or colive edge sets, which could all be enumerated in the worst case.
Therefore, computing UCA’s on the same game graph in every iteration, will
ensure termination of the overall computation of GWSE.

5.3 Solving Parity Games under UCA’s

As the final step towards an optimized version of Algo. 1, we now address the
computations required in line 5 of Algo. 1. Observe that this line requires to
check v0 ∈ ⋂i∈P⟪i⟫φi for φi = ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi). If this check returns True the
algorithm terminates, if it returns False new assumptions are computed. In both
cases, the game graph used to check this conditional will not have any effect on
the future behavior of the algorithm.

Nevertheless, we utilize the recent result by Schmuck et al. [27] to compute
⟪i⟫φi more efficiently if ψi and ψ−i are UCA’s on Player i and P−i, respectively.
The construction uses the same idea as presented in Algo. 2 to encode UCA’s into
a new, slightly modified two-player parity game (Ĝ, ϕ̂) which can then be solved
by a standard parity solver, such as Zielonka’s algorithm [30], which return the
winning region W of Player 1 in this new game that corresponds to the winning
region of Player i in G. The resulting algorithm is called ComputeWin given
in the extended version [26, Algo. 3] and has the property that v0 ∈ ⟪i⟫(G,φ) if
and only if v0 ∈ W . This is formalized and proven in the extended version [26,
Prop. 3].
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5.4 Computation of GWSE via UCA’s

With the previously discussed algorithms in place, we are now in the position to
propose an optimized, surely terminating algorithm to compute GWSE, called
OComputeGE. Within ComputeGE the recursive procedure RecursiveGE
is replaced by one which uses the algorithms ComputeUCA and ComputeWin
for UCA’s from Sec. 5.2 and 5.3, as follows
1: procedure RecursiveGE(G, (ψi)i∈P)
2: φi ← ψi ∧ (ψ−i ⇒ ϕi) ∀i ∈ P
3: Wi ← ComputeWin(G, φi, i)
4: if v0 ∈ ⋂i∈PWi then
5: return (φi)i∈P

6: ψ′i ← ψi ∧ComputeUCA(G,ψ−i ∧ ϕi, i) ∀i ∈ P
7: if ψ′i = ψi for all i ∈ P then
8: return False
9: return RecursiveGE(G, (ψ′i)i∈P)

We have the following main result of this section.

Theorem 3. Let G be a k-player game with game graph G = (V,E, v0) and
parity specifications (ϕi)i∈P such that (φ∗i )i∈P =OComputeGE(G), then (φ∗i )i∈P
is a GWSE for G. Moreover, OComputeGE terminates in time O(k2 ∣E∣⋅(2 ∣V ∣+
2 ∣E∣)d+2), where d is the number of priorities used in the parity specifications.

Proof. Combining results from Thm. 1 with Thm. 2 and Prop. 2 gives
us that (φ∗i )i∈P is indeed a GWSE for G. Furthermore, as ψi (for all i ∈ P)
in each iteration of the algorithm either remains the same or add more un-
safe/colive edges, it can only change 2 ∣E∣ times. Hence, as there are k players,
the algorithm OComputeGE will terminate within 2k ∣E∣ iterations. Moreover,
each iteration involves k calls to both ComputeWin and ComputeUCA. Us-
ing Zielonka’s algorithm4 [30] for solving parity games, each iteration will take
O((2 ∣V ∣+2 ∣E∣) )d+2 time for d priorities (by Prop. 2). In total, this gives
us that OComputeGE terminates in time O(k2 ∣E∣ ⋅ (2 ∣V ∣ + 2 ∣E∣)d+2). ⊓⊔

Remark 4. As Anand et al. show that APA’s for games with co-Büchi specifica-
tions (i.e., ϕ = ◊ ◻ T for some T ⊆ V ) are always expressible by UCA’s [1, Thm.
3], we note that ComputeAPA and ApproxAPA coincide for such games. This
implies that no over approximation of assumptions is needed in this case an the
optimizations discussed for ComputeUCA and ComputeWin can be directly
applied for APA’s.

We further note that OComputeGE also efficiently computes GWSE for
games with more expressive specifications than co-Büchi . For instance, all games
discussed in this paper as well as the mutual exclusion protocol discussed in [15]
can be solved by OComputeGE.

4 We note that the time complexity is exponential as we use Zielonka’s algorithm [30]
to solve parity games. One can also use a quasi-polynomial algorithm [11] for solving
parity games to get a quasi-polynomial time complexity for OComputeGE.
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